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I Applications of micro-mechanical resonators
I sensors: AFM, mass, gyroscope, gravimeter ⇓
I timing: Silicon-based oscillators
I vibration energy harvesters

I operated in vibration or resonance
I Key performance index

I signal-to-noise ratio
I sensitivity for sensors
I accuracy for timing
I bandwidth for harvesters
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Middlemiss, R. P., et al. (2016)
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I How to control the non-linearity?
I active ways

I apply a constant electrostatic force in operation
I passive ways

I pre-stress
I sizing optimization
I shaped-finger comb-drive =⇒
I shaped beams (our work)

I How to characterize non-linearity?
I experimental tests
I computation methods

I non-intrusive ways (e.g. curve fitting)
I intrusive ways (our work)

Jensen, Brian D., et al. (2003)



I Literature
I Computation methods

I C Touzé, M Vidrascu, D Chapelle (2014) Direct finite element computation of
non-linear modal coupling coefficients for reduced-order shell models

I A Frangi, G Gobat (2019) Reduced order modelling of the non-linear stiffness in
MEMS resonators

I Optimization methods
I S Dou, BS Strachan, SW Shaw, JS Jensen (2015) Structural Optimization for

nonlinear dynamic response
I LL Li, PM Polunin, S Dou, et al (2017) Tailoring the nonlinear response of MEMS

resonators using shape optimization
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Vibration of a clamped-clamped beam
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I Our previous work on optimized designs and dynamic tests

DTUDate Title

Dynamic tests

31

Tailoring the nonlinear response of MEMS resonators using shape optimization 
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4976749

LL Li, PM Polunin, S Dou, et al (2017) Tailoring the nonlinear response of MEMS
resonators using shape optimization



Vibration of a clamped-clamped beam
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I the displacement is u = xφ with φ denoting a mode
I the reduced-order model of a doubly-clamped beam

ẍ + 2ξωẋ + ω2x + αx3 = f cos Ωt (1)

I frequency shift of the resonance peak

ωp = ω(1 + γA2
p) (2)

where

γ =
3
8
α

ω2 (3)

Dou and Jensen (2015)



Finite element computation
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I How to calculate the cubic coefficient α in equation (1)?
I step 1: perform a linear modal analysis

(K− ω2M)Φ = 0

ΦTMΦ = 1



Finite element computation
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I How to calculate the cubic coefficient α?
I step 1: perform a linear modal analysis
I step 2: compute a nonlinear function of modal shape

α = 4
Ne∑
e=1

EA

8L
(
wT
e Kgwe

)2
where we is an element-wise vector taken from the mode φ,
and Kg is given as

Kg =
1

30L
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Optimization of beam shape
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I Tuning the frequency shift, e.g. maximizing γ
I variable width: he = hmin + ρe(hmax − hmin)

max
ρ

γ(ρ) =
3
8
α

ω2

subject to (K− ω2M)Φ = 0

ΦTMΦ = 1
V (ρ)/V ∗ ≤ 0.5
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1



Old design
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I Evolution of the optimized design in the optimization
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Problem with mode shape
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I Evolution of the mode shape in the optimization
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I Potential problems
I The design may be biased by the magnitude change of the mode shape (larger

magnitude of mode shape =⇒ larger α)
I The problem is from the calculation of α and γ



Improved formulation
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I update the reduced-order model of a doubly-clamped beam

ÿ + 2ξωẏ + ω2y + βy3 = g cosωt

where y = xAφ, β = α/A2
φ, g = fAφ

I Aφ represents the magnitude of the vibration mode Φ, i.e.

Aφ = ||φ||∞ = max
i
|φi |

I the displacement is u = xφ = yφ where φ = φ/Aφ



Improved formulation
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I correct the frequency-amplitude relation

ωp = ω(1 + γA2
p) where γ =

3
8
β

ω2 =
3
8

α

ω2A2
φ

I An improved formulation of the optimization problem

max
ρ

γ(ρ) =
3
8

α

ω2 A2
φ

subject to (K− ω2M)Φ = 0

ΦTMΦ = 1
V (ρ)/V ∗ ≤ 0.5
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1



New design
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I Evolution of the new optimized design in the optimization
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Comparison of two designs
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I Comparison of the old and new design
old objective function
γ/γ0

new objective function
γ/γ0

old design 13.35 (objective) 7.559 (predicted)
new design 10.112 (predicted) 8.05 (objective)
improvement over old design 6.5 %

I One may find sub-optimal design when using the old objective function.



Topology optimization
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I Related results from topology optimization
I a similar goal: maximize γ =

ωp − ω0

ω0
I obtained with the analysis of the incremental harmonic balance method

Analytical sensitivity analysis and topology optimization of nonlinear resonant structures with hardening
and softening behavior — 2/2

with a coarse discretization of 40 × 20 elements. The initial design is simply the uniform distribution
of material in the design domain. The specified load is so small that the relative frequency shift around
the first flexural mode is less than 0.04% for the initial design. The objective function is to maximize the
relative frequency shift caused by hardening resonance around the first flexural mode. In the optimized
design, the solid structure (black area) is not allowed to fill more than half of the total area of the design
domain. The second optimized design is obtained by imposing an additional constraint on minimal
eigenvalue in order to ensure sufficient structural rigidity.

For both optimized designs shown in Figure 1, the relative frequency shifts are more than 34%. A
physical interpretation of the optimized structures is that the midplane stretching plays a key role when
four beams are connected to one central mass and two boundaries through eight hinge-like connections.
In the designs point-hinges appear as well as gray elements that correspond to intermediate material
properties. Further work is currently being undertaken to improve the designs by employing a finer mesh,
projection filtering and minimal length control techniques. However, in reality the gray elements may be
realized using a weaker material such as polymer. For example, polymeric hinges have been used in the
design of micro-mirrors to achieve large deflection at small external forces.
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Figure 1. Optimized design with constraint on maximal volume (left) and an additional constraint on
minimal eigenvalue (right)

Conclusion A systematic procedure is proposed for optimization of nonlinear resonant structures with
hardening and softening behavior by tailoring the geometric nonlinearity. The combination of analytical
sensitivity analysis and the topology optimization procedure is shown to be a promising tool in design of
nonlinear micro- and nano-resonators.
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Dou and Jensen (2014)
I The central mass can (1) reduce the lowest eigen-frequency, and (2) change the

mode shape.



Summary
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I When the vibration modes are normalized with mass, the nonlinear coefficients
need to be further normalized with the magnitude of the vibration modes.

I Using the new objective function can achieve better designs than the old objective
function.

I One new design in shape optimization is linked to another design in topology
optimization.

I Future work
I update other results in topology optimization and electrostatic problems using the

new objective function
I including quality factor (e.g. thermo-elastic loss, anchor loss)
I coupled-mode resonators (e.g. frequency divider)
I curved beams and asymmetric designs
I non-intrusive method


